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Description

This role is responsible for all legal related work within Nissan Motor (Thailand) Co., Ltd. and

Nissan Thailand Group Companies, reporting to Section Head of Agreement.

Working under the direction of the team to provide legal and operational advice on work related

to agreements, contractual provisions and other related concerns which also include

providing legal knowledge to colleagues in the area of responsibilities.

Engage in all legal related work in relation to the group companies’ business in order to procure

and protect the rights and benefits and prevent any incompliance risks, including but

not limited to:Review legal documents, as well as contact governmental offices;Review and draft

all type of contracts;Conduct research on legal issues and provide knowledge and awareness to

management, colleagues, group companies, business partners and related suppliers or service

providers;Update and educate other departments of related new laws or regulations;Translate

related legal documents;Provide legal advice to and cooperate with other departments and

all group companies including other affiliates worldwide;Interpret laws, legal documents

and agreements;

Manage and secure all required business licenses and privileges.

Support and coordinate with any compliance, litigations, corporate legal or audit related work.

Evaluate risks and prepare countermeasures.

Complete all assignments as shall be assigned by superior or necessary for the Company.
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Escalate and report all works to the superior and relevant colleagues on timely manner.

Qualification

Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree of law.

Good command of English both written and spoken.

Experience in contract drafting and reviewing for at least 3 years.

Experience in corporate and commercial laws.

Problem solving attitude, service mind, and transparent.

High sense of responsibility, able to work under pressure and limit of time.

Ability to communicate clearly, effectively and confidently in writing and verbally.

Experience of working with deadline and excellent time management skill.

Able to work at Nissan Bangna-Trad KM.22 in occasionally and able to drive

Legal Area Experience to be considered

Commercial Contracts

Manufacturing and supply agreements

Joint venture, Strategic partnership agreements

Procurement

Distributorship Agreement

Consumer Protection laws

Advertising, Marketing/ Sales and consumer issues

Data Privacy Law

Competition law/regulatory matters

Antitrust law/ regulatory matters

Basic Intellectual property



Basic employment and labor matters

Basic Property laws

Basic Corporate Law

If you interested in this job role, please prepare your updated resume stating working

experience, current salary and expected salary then click  Apply 

“Only shortlisted candidate will be contacted for an interview”

For more information about Nissan's products, services and commitment to sustainable

mobility, visit . You can also follow us on , , and and see all our latest videos on .

Why Nissan? 

You will definitely get the right answers why you should join us through watching on

YouTube.

Bangkok Thailand
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